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The tragedy of conventional statistics 
 

•  Assume only random uncontrolled errors. 
 

•  Base their derivation on certain             
non-universal value judgements like:            
“The null should be assumed unt il 
disproven” 

 
•  As programmed (brainwashed) into the 

research community, incorporate 
unjustified, arbitrary elements. 

 
• Have badly warped the experimental 

literature by causing numerous forms of 
publication bias. 



 

The tragedy of epidemiologic statistics 
 

•  Statistics for designed experiments have 
been applied to observational studies, 
with no compelling justification. 

 
•  Have badly warped the nonexperimental 

health literature via conclusion bias and 
publication bias, and via encouragement 
of grossly excessive certainty. 

 
•  Need to be supplemented (if not 

supplanted) by methods based on 
explicitly nonidentified models. 



 
 

Statistics at its worst 
 

In the form that has predominated, statistics 
has forced epidemiologic analysis into a 
mold development for sequences of perfect 
randomized experiments, e.g., 
measurement of uncertainty by P-values, 
“significance,” and confidence intervals. 
 
This form is oblivious to the key sources of 
error in epidemiologic studies, and has 
encouraged overconfident inferences. 

 



 

Statistics at its best 
 

•  Can supply informative, compact data 
summaries (undervalued in statistics) 

 
•  Can supply an antidote to overconfidence 

by incorporating nonidentified sources of 
uncertainty (biases) into its models. 

 
• When nonidentification is recoqnized, 

however, the information value of 
observations is seen to be greatly inflated 
by the unjustified assumptions of 
conventional statistics. 

 



 
 

 
     Bayesian methods allow modeling 
     of nonidentified biases, but ... 
 

• Tragically, most Bayesian applications are 
"objective" (ignorant) = make no use of 
these capabilities. 

 
•  Instead, they ape bad frequentist practice 

of imposing arbitrary constraints on some 
parameters, no constraint on others. 

 
•  To complicate matters (perhaps 

intentionally), Bayesians promote use of 
unnecessarily complex fitting procedures. 

 


